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! ! EXTRA!! Fermilab Experiment Discovers New Particle "UPSILON"

T

A New Chapter In High Energy Physics
This complicated array of
hers has revealed a fascinating, new
aspect of the universe.
A group of
physicists searched this coded information, recorded by their electronic detectors,
and
uncovered
there an unexpected new particle.
They have named this new particle
with the Greek letter T
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The
is
than ten
times heavier than the proton; it is
by far the heaviest sub-nuclear particle ever discovered.
High energy
physicists around the world are excited by the vistas which the new
discovery opens.
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The discovery is the fruit of
many years' effort by the experimenters and the Fermilab staff.
In
this issue we hope to share some of
the excitement of this event and to
acknowledge many who have helped.
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Fermilab's giant accelerator reveals another new sub-nuclear particle ...

STEEL
ABSORBER

Proton experimental area ...

B. 'lhomas, G. .:bhnson and R. Bailey
Proton Department wrap blocks of beryllium for the target box ...

the Upsilon apparatus ...

. . . A. Visser (L), C. Rotolo study
target for Upsilon experiment ...
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FERMILAB

VICTORY!

Members of a team of physicists from
Columbia University, Fermilab, and the
t a te University of New York at Stony Brook
aUH flashing jubilant smiles all over the
Fermilab site and, in fact, all over the
United States and Europe. The group uncovered UPSILON, a sub-nuclear particle
with a mass of 9.5 BeV -- in the Proton
Center experimental area during a run which
began last May 17.
Upsilon is four times heavier than
the particle discovered in 1976 by another
team at Fermilab representing Columbia University, Fermilab, the University of Hawaii
and the University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign. Their particle is referred to
as a "charmed baryon," and it became an example of "naked charm" which validated
much of the speculation about "charmed"
quarks.
"Everyone who works at Fermilab has
had a piece of the Upsilon action," Director R. Wilson reminds. "In some way everyone has contributed and we all have the
right to feel proud of what they have done
and iwhat we have done." What follows in
this issue of the Crier is by way of exa,DLQLQJ what the experiment is in order
that you may see where your contribution
fits in.
WHAT IS IT?
For some time in the field of high
energy physics, speculation was that all
matter is made up of combinations of just
two "quarks." One was whimsically called
the "up" quark and the other, the "down"
quark. A proton is two up quarks and one
downer, while the neutron is two downers
and one upper. Mesons are even simpler;
they are just two quarks in various combinations.
But matter is more subtle than that,
and some rarely-seen particles that last
less then ten millionths of a second have
one of the common quarks replaced by a
third quark, called the "strange" quark.
In 1974, a fourth quark appeared; it was
named the "charmed" quark. It was discovered simultaneously at Brookhaven National
Laboratory and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, but many of the essential
contributions to the knowledge about charm
were done at Fermilab. The charmed baryon
discovery, mentioned previously, was one
of these.

Now it appears that a fifth, even more
elusive quark has turned up in this new discovery. The final explanation may turn out
to be entirely different, but the excitement
that the discovery has generated should
stimulate all of us to di g in to our roles
in helping to uncover the meaning of this
new revelation.
THE COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT
What did they do? spokesman Leon Lederman recounts: The group actually proclaimed
its intention to make important discoveries
in its 1970 proposal (see "Brief History of
the Work," this issue). After a long period
of what Dr. R. R. Wilson jocularly refers to
as "horsing around," the group tightened its
goals in the spring of 1977. It set out to
study the rare events that occur when a
pair of muons or electrons is produced in a
collision of the proton beam from the accelerator on a platinum target. Searching for
this unique reaction requires the finest of
"filters" to eliminate every other reaction.
Only one Upsilon is produced for every 100
billion protons which strike the target, and
the experimenters must sort out this single
event. So far, about 1,000 Upsilon particles have been observed.
The run began May 15. By the end of
the first week, an enhancement of events
near 9.5 BeV became very evident.
Data-taking was interrupted by a fire
in the Proton Center pit on May 22. The
fire was quickly extinguished, but chlorine
vapors and the below-ground humidity combined to form a corrosive acid which threatened the electronics of the experiment.
A fire salvage expert was summoned from
Europe and, together with the prodigious
efforts of Rich Orr, John Colson, the Proton
Department personnel, and the physicists of
the experiment 900 electronic circuit boards
were cleaned in secret-formula solutions
flown in from Frankfurt, Germany.
By Friday, May 27, the experiment was
back on the air. A week later, the group
became convinced that their data "bumpn was
real, but further data-taking continued.
Taiji Yamanouchi wanted more checks. Walter
Innes insisted on sensible statistical
studies. John
Yah
-- demanded that someone
check his programs. Grad student Dan Kaplan
worried about his bn-line program.
By June 15 everyone was satisfied and
the news was leaking out. The "bump" was
(Continued)
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becoming obvious in the printouts from the 7th floor
computers. A seminar was scheduled and given by 6WHYa
Herb to a full house in the Fermilab Auditorium. And
the group broke out a bottle of champagne saved for
just such an emergency.
WHAT LED TO THE SUCCESS?
In March the Proton Department site support group
began a new set of target "drawers" for the historic
experiment. The drawers had been prepared in the preceding months by the Proton Department mechanical
group and the instrumentation group. The improved de-sign of this targeting system incorporated over a third
of a ton of beryllium. This metal was sculpted into
precision shapes to fit the triangular apertures of
the two-arm experiment. The hadron-absorbing properties of this material was a major factor in eliminating
"backgrounds" for the Upsilon search.
In this new equipment, particles emerging at small
angles plow into a six-foot tungsten "dump" which absorbs most of them. Particles at larger angles (three
to six degrees) enter an 18-foot filter containing
about 12 cubic feet of the beryllium. The beryllium
absorbs strongly-interacting particles, such as pions
and protons, but passes muons with a minimum of scattering, permitting accurate measurement of their trajectories and momenta with magnets and particle detectors after the target box. This information is
stored on magnetic tape and the Fermilab 6600 computer
is used to calculate a precise value for the mass of
the parent particle which produced each pair of muons.
Acquiring the beryllium for this experiment required a nationwide effort last winter. Beryllium is
both expensive and scarce. To acquire two metric tons
involved the best planning of the Proton Department
staff, Fermilab Materials Management, and the local
Energy Research and Development Administration officials. The hunt finally led to an almost-forgotten
warehouse in Oak Ridge, Tennessee where leftover beryllium from a project there was discovered. The precious metal was trucked to Fermilab together with a
small amount from the Argonne National Laboratory.

... Upsilon's muon spectrometers

... Upsilon discoverers (L-R) Dave He
Koiji Ueno, Ken Gray, Hans Sens, Ste

The muons emerging from the beryllium filters are
deflected by two large analyzing magnets built for the
original experiment in 1970. The paths of the muons
are then recorded in large detectors called Multiwire
Proportional Chambers (MWPC's) which were fabricated
in the Fermilab Physics Department and at Columbia
University. The information from the detectors is
coded electronically and with the help of a small "online" computer is written on magnetic tape.
It is these magnetic tapes, containing over 20
million records of possible muon pairs, that must be
analyzed to produce the graph which reveals the Upsilon
as shown on page one of this Crier. This job would be
(Continued)

... Walt Innes, Karen Kephart, Jack 1
ton, Frank Pearsall and Bruce Brown

hopeless without the aid of the large CDC 6600 computers in the Fermilab Computing Department. The task involves many stages of sorting through the data, trying
to determine whether the electronic detectors are working as expected, and trying to identify the few interesting pairs of muons in the sea of other uninteresting
(at least to this particular experiment) nuclear fragments. The experimenters "see" the tracks of the two
muons only by way of a schematic computer print-out of
the decoded electronic detector data.
The Proton Department site support group also had
the task during this time of completely reshielding the
experiment to protect the various detectors from high
background. To further combat the problem a 75-ton
iron magnet was constructed for each spectrometer arm
as a joint effort of the mechanical, site support, and
electrical groups of the Proton Department.
"All these efforts allowed the experiment to run
at higher beam intensities than ever before and to more
sensitively probe the dilepton mass spectrum," according to Brad Cox, head of the Proton Department.

in P-Center experimental pit ...

The experimenters insist that any progress they
have made is the result of the efforts of many people.
"Over the last five years every department in the lab
has at one time or another contributed to the purchase,
fabrication and assembly of our experimental apparatus.
to the successful running of the accelerator to the
exacting standards needed for the experiment; to the
smooth operation of the Proton Center area; to the
rapid analysis of the data," Chuck Brown comments.
"In particular the experimenters wish to acknowledge the efforts of Brad Cox, Ron Currier, Bill Thomas,
Dave Eartly, Age Visser, Al Guthke, Bob Shovan, Ed
Tilles, Fred Rittgarn and the many mechanical and electrical technicians in the Proton Area department."
Excellent technical help in running the equipment
was given by Ken Gray of Columbia University and Jack
Upton, Frank Pearsall and Karen Kephart of the Fermilab
Physics Department.

, Chuck Brown, Al Ito, Bob Kephart,

e Herb, Jeff Appel and Dan Kaplan.

SOME COMMENTS
According to Chuck Brown, the important questions
to ask now are: What is this new particle, or, more
importantly, why is it? The Upsilon isn't needed to
fit any obvious hole in the pr e sent set of known subnuclear particles.
Secondly, it will take many more experiments to
determine all of the properties of the Upsilon (and any
relatives which it most likely has).
Leon Lederman notes that "speculation is mounting
that a new pair of quarks exists. These have been given such fanciful names as "truth" and "beauty" or,
more prosaically, "top and bottom."
(Continued)

John Yah (seated), L. Lederman
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(Continued)

"The Upsilon fits very nicely
into the picture of a super-atom
consisting of the bound state of a
bottom quark and antiquark. Proof
of this hypothesis will depend on
a clearer delineation of the mass
distribution. This is in progress
at Fermilab. Conclusive proof will
require the observation of 'naked
bottom' -- that is, particles containing only one bottom quark."
At the present time, Lederman
observes, the state of the data is
such that other interpretations of
the discovery are tenable. The researchers hope to explore this over
the next several months. Meanwhile
it is a matter of intense significance as to whether the picture of
basic building blocks is now complete or whether the number of quarks
and leptons will continue to increase.
A continued increase would raise fundamental questions as to the very
meaning of elementarity. It would
challenge the belief that "nature is
intrinsically simple," Lederman feels.

*****
MEMBERS OF UPSILON COLLABORATION
Fermilab physicists: J. A.
Appel, B. C. Brown, C. N. Brown,
W. R. Innes, K. Ueno, and T. Yamanouchi.

... Proton Department staff with the special target dra•
Solis, Billie Strickland, Del Hoffman, Bill Carter, Dat
Age Visser, JOhn Gran, Ron Currier, Greg Gavin, Rick Be
Noe, Jr., Bill 7homas • ..

Physicists from Columbia University include S. W. Herb, D. C. Hom,
L. M. Lederman, J. C. Sens, H. D.
Snyder, J. K. Yoh.
State University of New York at
Stony Brook physicists include A. S.
Ito, H. Jostlein, D. M. Kaplan, and
R. D. Kephart.

(Note:
'JHE VILLAGE CRIER gratefully
acknowledges the help of many people
in preparing this issue, dedicated
to capturing some of the "personality"
of this discovery, of its collaborators, and also the fact that it resulted from the work of many different people at Fermilab.)

... Graffiti and an Upsilon hooked rug

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE WORK
LEADING TO UPSILON

W I N N E

(Compiled by the Experimenters)
June
1970

Proposal to measure single
lepton pairs at Fermilab
(E-70), experimenters propose to find a heavy particle,
"Publish and become famous."

Summer
1971

Lead glass tests at Cornell's
Wi lson Electron Synchrotron
and Brookhaven AGS

March
1973

First apparatus at Fermilab
in Proton Center Target Hall
(invention of rain shields!)

May
1973

Expe riment to search for longlived h eavy particles using
the proton beam line as an
analyzing device (E-187) (none
were found?)

Sept.
1973

First setup for high PT single
electron search (discovery of
anomalously large yeild of
electrons and muons at large
angles announced!)

June
1974

Lepton pair experiment renamed
E-288 (for reasons known only
to the 2nd floor?)

Oct.
1974

First crude attempt to observe
muon pairs (a crude reaction
to the exciting discovery of
the J/Psi at SLAC and Brookhaven)

Dec.
1974

Search for ¢ mesons as a
source of high PT Leptons
(a wild goose chase!)

Aug.
1975

First electron pair setup (discovery of superbuckets in the
accelerator!)

Feb.
1976

First muon pair setup (muon
pairs look promising for the
future, Super 288 planned!)

May
1976

High mass hadron pairs (E-494)
and more electron pair running
(Stony Brook physicists join
the collaboration)

April
1977

Installation of "Super 288"
with new target box and improved muon spectrometers
(with a sensitivity 400 times
greater than the 1975 electron
pair experiment

.June
1977

Announcement of results at
Fermilab including 950 events
near 9.5 GeV/c, the Upsilon.

er prepared for the Upsilon experiment.
(L -R) Marty
e Eartly, Gary Smith, Mike Kleczewski, Jess Shaffer,
iley, Larry Alm, Carmen Rotolo, Glen Johnson, Bill

embellish the experiment's portacamp

SPOKESMAN LEON LEDERMAN (an unauthorized autobiography)
Leon Lederman is one of the oldest, barely active particle
physicists seen at Fermilab. He began his career back in 1946
when delivering a telegram to someone in the Pupin Physics building of Columbia University; he got lost in the labyrinth of tunnels and emerged four years later with a Ph.D. He began his research at the Nevis cyclotron and helped invent the first pion
beam. He started counting pions in 1951 and when he reached
4,722,938, two of his graduate students hung themselves, and one
was committed.
In 1953 he carried out a brilliantly-conceived pion scattering experiment that PLVaHG the N* resonance. His period of
greatest creativity came in 1956 when he heard a lecture by
Gell-Mann on the possible existence of neutral K mesons. He
made two decisions: First, he hyphenated his name. Then he
.L • Lederman
determined to find the neutral K meson. Working at top speed
Lede-rman and his group constructed an accelerator at Brookhaven and put the cloud chamber in the beam. In 1956 they found the neutral K meson and proved that charge conjugation is conserved in weak decays. Flushed with success Lede-rman decided to have an END
OF RUN PARTY. Unfortunately, due to a typist's confusion, it came out END OF PARITY RUN
and led to the widespread, but mistaken, notion that parity had been violated. This also
proved that charge conjugation was not conservedinweak decays. Oh welL Lede-rman was
promoted and sent to CERN. There he started the famous g-2 experiment and managed to confuse it so badly that it took 26 physicists nineteen years to finish.
In 1961 he worked under M. Schwartz and J. Steinberger on Neutrinos. He was in charge
of finding neutral currents. Schwartz was in charge of IaQGLQJ Lede-rman. In 1968 he invented the di-muon experiment and missed the J/Psi particle. In 1969 Lede-rman invented
the high speed digital computer but his ideas were stolen by IBM. Since that time he has
resolutely refused to use computers. In 1972 while at CERN to see what was delaying the
g-2 experiment, he stumbled on high transverse momentum pions, but missed the J/Psi. In
1974 he gave the main Fermilab dedication address. Fortunately, his words wereobscured
by an unusual wind. His group then looked for direct leptons and missed the J/Psi. The
great success of E-288 owes much to the fact that Lede-rman was very busy on his memoirs
during most of the crucial phases of the Upsilon experiment.
* * * * *
EVERYONE HELPED!
Gene Fisk, for the Accelerator Division: "The exciting results of E-288 give all of us in
the Accelerator Division a feeling of accomplishment. It is important to see significant
physics results coming out of the routine day-to-day operation of the machine. All of us
in the Accelerator congratulate the hardworking participants of E-288!"
Rich Orr, Business Manager: 'The contribution of the Business Office to E-288, or to any
other experiment, consists of hundreds of incidents no one notices. It consists of slaying
the dragon of red tape with such quiet dexterity that it hasn't time to announce its presence. But when you can notice the members of the business office organization, you can be
pretty sure that that was a time when we messed things up.
We measure our success not in kudos, but in the lack of complaints from the physicists
and engineers in the field, and we are happy that we were successful for E-288."
John Peoples, for the Research Division: ''The experimental data of E-288 will have a profound effect on the Fermilab research program. If the new resonance, is the first manifestation of a bound state of a super heavy quark and its anti-quark, it would be possible
to see evidence of these quarks in neutrino experiments, muon experiments and in photoproduction experiments. If that is the case, the behavior of the new quark when it is
found with the light quarks, which constitute the neutrons and protons, could tell us a
great deal about the forces between quarks."
*

*

* * *

